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Golden Omega joins the Dolphin-Safe program.
The certification and right to use the logo are granted by Friend of the Sea and the Earth
Island Institute to companies which are in compliance with the Dolphin-Safe requirements.
Golden Omega has reached an agreement with Friend of the Sea
and Earth Island Institute to hold the Dolphin-Safe logo for all the
Omega-3 concentrates and derived products manufactured by the
company. The agreement will allow the brands using Golden
Omega’s concentrates to potentially also utilize the logo in their
final products.
The Dolphin-Safe project has been the precursor of all sustainable
seafood programs and standards. Started by the Earth Island
Institute (www.earthisland.org) in 1990, the Dolphin-Safe project
has saved millions of dolphins from being killed in tuna nets
"Our company has a permanent commitment to protecting the
environment and the sustainability of resources, which we are
reaffirming by joining this program. This is a natural consequence
of using in all our Omega-3 concentrates only anchovy from
Chilean and Peruvian waters, from Friend of the Sea certified
sources" commented Jorge Brahm, Managing Director of Golden
Omega
Due to its strategic and unique location in the middle of the richest
fishing grounds for anchovy in the world, in the South Pacific
Ocean, Golden Omega has full control and traceability for the fish
oil that is utilized in its production. "We have been offering a
guaranteed resource for all our Omega-3 products (“Pure anchovy
from the South Pacific”) certified by Orivo, with Friend of the Sea
certification and now we are giving our clients the possibility to join
the Dolphin-Safe program ” detailed Claudio Aracena, Commercial
Director of Golden Omega.
Companies which are using Golden Omega’s concentrates in their
products that are interested in using the Dolphin-Safe logo should
contact the Friend of the Sea organization.

To learn more about Dolphin Safe:
www.dolphinsafetuna.org
To know more about Golden Omega:
www.goldenomega.cl

ABOUT GOLDEN OMEGA
Golden Omega is a Chilean Company focused on producing high
quality Omega-3 concentrates with up to 750 mg/g of EPA and
DHA obtained from fish oil. Golden Omega’s state-of-the-art
production facilities are located in Northern Chile, close to the raw
material source. This guarantees an assured supply of the best
fish oil available worldwide, as well as freshness and quality.
A strong R&D orientation and novel patented processes allow
Golden Omega to be a step beyond in quality and purity for all
Omega 3 concentrates, making them available to be used in many
different applications.

